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Abstract—The paper presents new method to improve 

computational performance by introducing the mutual 

spatial feature in order to make strong visual cue in image 

parsing problem based on non-parametric model. This 

feature models the spatial context and mutual information 

in our previous study [1] to enhance accuracy and 

performance of image parsing problem in calculating the 

probability of co-occurrence objects. The experimental 

results based on Matlab programming language using 

SIFTFlow and Barcelona datasets showed that the mutual-

spatial feature is promising to refine image parsing problem. 

 

Index Terms—image parsing, mutual-spatial, Matlab, 

SIFTFlow 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Image parsing is one of challenging problems in 

computer vision. It is of focus in many recent works [1], 

[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Firstly as noted in [2], this issue 

is an incredible confusing of visual words, which means 

one region can be matched with another region from 

hundreds of different labels. Secondly, the scenes are 

random, the objects are assumed to appear randomly 

leading to huge object distribution. Thirdly, due to the 

limit of the number of object labels in a parsing model, 

thus it is hard to build a completely plausible model, 

since the number of objects in the real scenes is actually 

unlimited. Recently, several works based on nontable 

parametric models for image parsing are presented in 

literature [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. Our system is 

inspired from the method introduced by Tighe and 

Lazebnik for image parsing using scalable nonparametric 

model in region levels [3]. Their system shows pioneer 

result using the K nearest neighbor method which is then 

become the basis for other researchers for improvement. 

There are several directions to improve the performance 

of MRF model in [3]. Among them, the probability of 

object co-occurrence is commonly utilized [2], [4]. Eigen 

et al. [5] improve MRF baseline model for image parsing 

problem by learning the weight of neighboring objects 

and Myeonget al. [3] build the graph based on context 

model representing object relationship. Recently, Joseph 

Tighe et al. [6] continue developing their work from [1] 

by learning Per-Exemplar Detectorsfeature. However, 

most of these works are time-consuming for learning the 
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object relationship. In our work, the probability of object 

co-occurrence is computed by accumulating features in 

the dataset which does not have to train for parameters. In 

other hand, the spatial context and mutual information are 

both considered to provide the avenue of approach of 

object relationship. For example, the probability of "Car" 

above "Building" that can be occurred in other worksis 

avoided. 

 

Figure 1. The construction of the mutual-spatial feature in our method. 
Each image only considers two objects that co-occurs at the same scene 

and all the other objects is ignored. The location of each object is 

computed by converge location of regions belonging to that object. 

Comparing between object locations gives the probability of the mutual-
spatial feature. There are only two objects considered in one picture 

("Building" and "Car"). Comparing location of "Car" regions and 

"Building" regions provides the probability of "Car" and "Building" in 
the location relation. 

To improve the accuracy of the image parsing problem 

based on non-parametric model, the probability of object 

co-occurrence is commonly utilized. In image parsing 

area, the non-parametric model is the technique that the 

inference of a label in an image does not rely on the data 

belonging to any particular distribution, but it is based on 

the rank of observation. Therefore, the labels of the input 

image are understood through knowledge labels from a 

set of other images which are the most similar with this 

input image. For example, if one object label is already 

categorized as “street”, then it has a high probability to 

believe that the surrounding object labels are likely “car”, 

“sidewalk”, “building” etc. Hence, taking into account 

this mutual relationship, the accuracy of the image 

parsing model can be enhanced. 

Our previous work [1] presents a novel approach for 

improving accuracy of the image parsing problem by 

using the spatial context and mutual information features 

in calculating the probability of object co-occurrence. 

The spatial context and mutual information that capture 
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the relationship of the object location and the frequency 

of co-occurrence objects in one image, is a strong visual 

cue. However, that approach calculates the spatial context 

and mutual information separately on pixel-level. This is 

simple computation method but considering all pixels in 

the image seems to be costly. Therefore, in present work, 

the spatial context and mutual information are combined 

as mutual-spatial feature based on region level. Our key 

contribution is that the mutual-spatial feature based on 

region level is introduced instead of using these two 

features separately. The spatial context and mutual 

information are considered simultaneously for every 

image by calculating the mutual-spatial feature. This 

combination provides a strong cue and reduces the time 

in computing the probability of co-occurrence objects. 

Therefore, this new method not only increases the 

accuracy rate but also reduces processing time for the 

image parsing problem. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 

introduces in general image parsing reviewing previous 

methods and briefly describes our proposed method. The 

mutual-spatial feature is detailed in Section 2. Section 3 

describes how to incorporate the mutual feature in image 

parsing problem. The experimental results are shown in 

Section 4 and Section 5 discusses about our proposed 

method.  

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Contruct of the Region 

In image parsing problem, as mentioned in Section 1, 

the distribution of object is not uniform, hence we prefers 

to use nonparametric model that infers a region from the 

most similar regions in the so-called retrieval set of image 

which contains K images most similar to the test image. 

Based on [8] our system also uses four types of global 

image features: Spatial pyramid, GIST, Tiny image and 

Color histogram to calculate the distance from each 

image in the training set to the test image. Then K images 

corresponding to smallest distances are selected to put 

into the retrieval set. An informative retrieval set should 

contain scene images similar to the test image. 

As several approaches in image parsing area [1], [2], 

[5], [9], [10], [11], the labels are assigned in the region 

level. As mentioned in [2], this reduces computational 

load for the system. The region is produced by a 

segmentation algorithm. In this work, the fast graph-

based segmentation algorithm [12] is applied for 

segmenting image into regions; and each region is 

presented by 20 features as in [3] which are calculated for 

every region in each image to measure the distance 

between regions in the test image and regions in the 

retrieval set. Fig. 1 shows the regions of "Car" and 

"Building" are the results of the segmentation algorithm. 

In fact, the "Building" can be segmented into many 

regions, so that the "Building" segment is summarized of 

all regions that belong to "Building" object.  

B. The Mutual-Spatial Feature 

In our previous work [1], the spatial context and 

mutual information are used to improve accuracy of 

image parsing problem by enhancing the reliability of the 

probability between co-occurrence objects. However, the 

spatial context and mutual information features are 

computed separately on the pixel level. The spatial 

context is calculated according to the work of 

Galleguillos et al. [13] which includes relation pairs: 

above/bellow. The probability of co-occurrence objects 

for one location relation is computed by accumulating 

number of pixels in the bolder between two neighboring 

objects. Therefore, this procedure must be scanned on 

every pixel of all images in the dataset, which is time-

consuming. In addition, similar to other works [8, 10, 

14],the mutual information is used as weight function 

(which can provide more information about the co-

occurrence objects) to enhance the calculated feature. 

However, the separately use of these two features is 

computational expensive. In order to avoid these 

weakness points the new method is introduced in the 

present study. 

Fig. 1 represents our new method to calculate the 

mutual-spatial feature. We assume that there are only two 

object labels Li and Lj in each image in the dataset. Each 

image is segmented into n regions: R1, R2,..., Rn, the 

coordinate of a region is the coordinate of region center. 

The location of object label Li in the image is calculated 

as average locations of all coordinate regions in the image 

that belong to object label Li.  

         
 

 
∑         

 
                  (1) 

The above/below relation is verified by comparing the 

coordinate of object labels. For example, in the above 

relation, the probability is computed by (3) considering 

condition (2): 

                 (  )             (2) 

                   
       

   
       (3) 

where    and    are the weight of labels   and   (e.g. the 

size of    and   label regions in our work);  and   are 

the width and height of the image. 

This process is performed for every image in the 

dataset. Then final probability of object label    and    is 

multiplied by the probability in every image as described 

in (4): 

               ∏                           (4) 

                                      (5) 

In this method, each image is consideredonly for two 

object labels for calculating the spatial probability. 

Therefore the spatial context and mutual information are 

both considered in each computation. Because the 

probability of object spatial is considered as sum of 

object regions in one image, so that we only need to 

calculate "above" relation and do not have to consider 

"below" relation. The performance is highly improved 

because the spatial context is considered on region level 

resulting finding on every pixel of the image and 

checking that objects are neighbor or not are skipped. 
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Figure 2. The probability of location relation between two objects. The 

sky has high probability to occur above building, mountain and tree. 

This is the key contribution for our method to speed up 

computing process while the accuracy of the problem is 

maintained. 

Fig. 2 shows the probability of two objects in "above" 

relation. This value provides both the mutual information 

and spatial context of each pair of objects in the dataset. 

The contribution of our previous work [1] is that the 

spatial context and mutual information are used to 

improve the accuracy of the image parsing problem. The 

present work also uses these two features but in a 

different direction to speed up the calculation of the 

probability.  

III. INCOPORATING THE MUTUAL-SPATIAL FEATURE 

IN THE IMAGE PARSING PROBLEM 

A. Retrieval Set  

In image parsing problem, as mentioned in Section 1, 

the distribution of object is not uniform, hence we prefers 

to use nonparametric model that infers a region from the 

most similar regions in the so-called retrieval set of image 

which contains K images most similar to the test image. 

Based on [3] our system also uses four types of global 

image features: Spatial pyramid, GIST, Tiny image and 

Color histogram to calculate the distance from each 

image in the training set to the test image. Then K images 

corresponding to smallest distances are selected to put 

into the retrieval set. An informative retrieval set should 

contain scene images similar to the test image. 

B. Contextual Inference 

In order to enforce contextual constraints on image 

parsing problem, MRF model is preferred to the CRF 

model because the CRF model is very costly in learning 

and inference. Therefore, to assign label   

{            } to the set of regions   {            } the 

per-class likelihood score of regions and probability of 

every co-occurrence object in retrieval set are put into the 

fully connected MRF model[15]. Similar to [1], [2], [3], 

[4], [5], [6], [7], the image labeling is formulated by 

minimizing of standard MRF energy function defined 

based on labels  : 

     ∑                                  (6) 

where n and m are the number of object labels in the 

retrieval set and regions in the test image; 

        presents the negative logarithm of per-class 

likelihood scores for each region   ; smoothing term 

        shows the negative logarithm of the probability 

between co-occurrence object labels in the dataset.  

In our system, in order to increase the plausibility of 

inference,        is defined by (6): 

                                      (7) 

where                energy from (5) contained the 

information about probability of object co-

occurrencelabels including the spatial context and mutual 

information.               is calculated as the negative 

logarithm of accumulating the number of object co-

occurrence in the dataset. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

For evaluating our proposed method, several 

experiments on the Barcelona and SIFTFlow datasets [16] 

are conducted. The Barcelona dataset contains 14871 

training images and 279 testing images in 170 labels. The 

SIFTFlow dataset includes 2488 train images and 200 test 

images in 33 labels. The proposed method is performed 

in MATLAB oni5-core 3.5 GHz Intel(R), 8GB RAM 

environment. 

TABLE I. PER-PIXEL ACCURACY RATE 

No. 
SIFTFlow data set 

Recent works (%) 

1 Liu [7] 74.75 

2 J.Tighe[3] 76.90 

3 DEigen [4] 77.10 

4 H.Myeong[2] 77.14 

5 J.Tighe[5] 77.00 

6 J.Tighe[6] 78.60 

7 Our previous work[1] 78.19 

8 Our experiment 78.20 

To evaluate our novel approach and provide strong 

comparison, we determine per-class recognition rate and 

compare with baseline MRF models using the SIFTFlow 

dataset. The incorporating spatial relationship and mutual 

information in our previous study [5] is replaced by new 

method with the best smoothing value. The per-pixel 

accuracy rate (Table I) indicates the effectiveness of 

using the spatial context and mutual information on 

image parsing problem. As shown in Table I, our system 

achieves an overall per-pixels accuracy rate of 78.20% 

while the baseline per-pixel rate is 77.19% [5]. The work 

of Tighe et al. [6] has showed better result than ours. 

However, they use Per-Exemplar Detectors feature which 

takes much more time and memory for training, resulting 

in an expensive model.  

The spatial context and mutual information applied in 

the new method presented in Section 2 speeds up the 

computation by four times compared to our previous 
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work in calculating the mutual-spatial probability of co-

occurrence objects. 

 

Figure 3. The comparison per-class recognition rate between 
SIFTFlow and Barcelona dataset. Note that class labels has 0% 

accuracy are not shown. 

Our method can be applied in various dataset because 

it only requires some simple computations regarding the 

probability of co-occurrence objects and the mutual-

spatial information in pair of objects instead of time-

consuming training of the parameters. Therefore, our 

method can be suitable for various dataset. As shown in 

Fig. 3, the per-class rate of our model for Barcelona and 

SIFTFlow dataset are compared with common objects in 

both datasets. 

 

Figure 4. The dependency of smooth value in MRF model. The good 
smooth values are 3.2 and 32. We also use this for our system and get 

more accurate for our model. 

The effectiveness of smoothing value in (6) with Per-

pixel accuracy rate in MRF framework is shown in Fig. 4. 

In our method, the best smoothing values are 3.2 and 32. 

As shown in Fig. 5, our method is more accurate for 

common objects inreal-time environment with high 

appearance frequency such as "Street", "Building", "Car", 

"Tree", "Sky", etc. However, it still has error with some 

object rarely occurred such as “Sand”. The error happens 

due to “Sand” has a very low occurrence frequency in the 

dataset, therefore there is not enough information to infer 

this object. This is also the limitation of our model, we 

will gather more information of the object to increase 

accuracy of per-pixel rate in the future work. 

 

Figure 5. Result images from our method. Figure (a, b) show the 

accurate result when apply our model. Figure (c) is one wrong case. 
Sand is confused with Sea object in the sense with Sky object because 

the frequency of Sand in the dataset is too small. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented animproved approach to our 

previous work for image parsing inspired by [3]. The 

proposed approach does not require time-consuming 

training except basic computation of some statistics such 

as label co-occurrence probability. In addition, the 

accuracy of image parsing is improved by incorporating 

the spatial context and mutual information into MRF 

framework. 

The spatial context and mutual information that 

capture the relationship of object location and frequency 

of co-occurrence objects in an image is clearly a strong 

visual cue which provides more avenues for improving 

categorization accuracy. The experimental results 

showthat the processing time in the new method is faster 

than our previous work in calculating the mutual-spatial 

probability. 

The key contribution of this work is introducing a new 

method to simultaneously model the spatial context and 

mutual information in our previous work [1] in the 

computation step. The new method not only improves the 

accuracy of per-pixel rate but also reduces the processing 

time in calculating the probability of the mutual-spatial 

feature. 
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